A visit to The Glen at Walmer Castle and Gardens
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The Glen is tucked away at the far end of the Castle
gardens. Once an old chalk quarry, it was developed
into a garden in 1805 by William Pitt and his niece
Hester Stanhope.
It is a wonderfully quiet and secluded place. You
enter it by descending a long staircase. Because it
was a quarry, it has steep sides which gives a real
sense of being contained and protected. It feels very
tranquil and restful.
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As it could be the first time a class has visited the site, it might be
fun to make some ‘binoculars’ to take along - to experience the
unfamiliar through the familiar.
These are just paper cups with cellophane creating colour filters.
They are very simply held together with elastic bands.
There are many different trees and leaf shapes, including these six.
Perhaps the binoculars could be decorated with drawings of them,
which could be ticked each time you spot one.
The Education Centre also has binoculars available for use in the
gardens.
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In the Glen you will find carved giant leaves, just
the right size to lay on, and gaze up through the
branches and leaves of the trees...

A perfect spot to listen - to the leaves in the wind,
to the birds in the trees, or even a story !
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Back at school create your own Glen-inspired
space, where you can rest, listen to the sounds
around you or enjoy a story.
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These panels were made by cutting
cellophane into leaf shapes found at
Walmer. These were then placed in
between laminating sheets and sealed.
They can be easily joined together using
a hole punch and paper fasteners - either
to make a canopy to hang up, or hung in
front of a window.

Large leaf shapes, like the carved ones
in the Glen, can be cut out of fabric to
lay and sit on and enjoy gazing up
through the leaves !
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